
Risk Adviser

Pricing in the commercial lines space 
is getting increasingly competitive 
and margins are under considerable 

pressure for independent agents. In 
response, a significant number of agents 
are looking for ways to more effectively 
manage their agencies and improve their 
economics. While there are a number 
of ways to improve profitability in 
small commercial, the key for many is 
to reposition their books to be more 
account-driven and take steps to better 
serve all their customers’ exposures.

The Hanover’s own proprietary 
research shows that 65% of the average 
agent’s small commercial book of 
business today is comprised of single 
policy relationships. This means agents 
often are only selling customers a 
single policy even though the insured 
is buying other insurance or is going 
uncovered on critical exposures. Even 
“top quartile” agents have as much as 
one-third of their small commercial 
books in monoline business. While 
single policy relationships are 
inevitable, too much monoline business 
is costly, with implications ranging 
from unintended gaps in coverage, 
incorrect limits, lower retention rates, 
and potential errors and omissions 
exposures for the agency. 

Clearly, there are compelling reasons 
for agents to shift as much focus 
as possible to account business. Most notably, a 
significant source of new revenue exists today in the 
form of these single policy relationships. Our analysis 
shows that the average small commercial agent 
could add nearly $150,000 in new revenue simply 
by improving the amount of account business by 15 
points over the course of one year. Many of the best 
agents are choosing to attack this as a training ground 

for early-in-career producers and account 
managers, or to leverage warm lead 
programs in carrier service centers.  

Not only do agents improve revenue by 
rounding their accounts, but our research 
indicates that account business with two 
or more policies has a retention rate 6 to 7 
points higher. than monoline policies.  This 
adds to revenue over time, not to mention 
the favorable impact to contingencies from 
the new revenue and higher retention.  

With increasing exposures and 
complexity of coverages like data breach 
and employment practices liability, agents 
may find it challenging to provide the 
best insurance solutions for their lower 
revenue customers in a cost effective 
manner. Yet, it’s proving to be more critical 
than ever for agents to lock down their 
existing business to protect their margins 
and properly address the evolving needs 
of their customers.

Here’s where carrier partnerships 
are important. Carriers committed to 
the agency channel offer innovative 
services to help agencies manage 
their books, giving agents more time 
for margin improvement activities, 
such as reducing split accounts and 
capitalizing on cross-selling and 
upselling opportunities. These services 
can range from carriers offering 
support such as customer service 
centers that allow agencies to offer 

extended hours, or more state-of-the-art analytics 
capabilities to help agencies better understand 
the distribution of their business. 

These value-added initiatives give agents back the 
critical resources and revenue they need to focus on 
fully leveraging their agency’s services and expertise 
instead of scrambling to maintain what they have 
today. The best agents are able to spend time building 
more account business, giving their clients the right 
amount and right continuity of coverage in the most 
cost-effective ways possible. BR
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Insight

Beyond the Monoline
Shifting to an account focus means increased profits, improved retention  
and better customer coverage.

Best’s Review contributor John “Jack” Roche is president of business 
insurance at The Hanover Insurance Group. He can be reached at 
bestreviewcomment@ambest.com. 
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